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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we explore a simple yet effective technique for
explicitly allocating airtime to each active pair of commu-
nicating neighbors in a wireless neighborhood so that TCP
starvation in a wireless mesh network is avoided. Our ex-
plicit allocation is efficient, redistributing unused airtime and
also accounting for airtime rendered unusable by external in-
terference. Our technique requires no modifications to TCP/IP
and the 802.11 MAC, and is responsive to short flows, MAC-
layer auto rate adaptation, and other dynamics, as we demon-
state in extensive experiments on two indoor testbeds. De-
spite its simplicity, the technique is on average within 12%
of the max-min optimal allocation on several canonical topolo-
gies.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known [10, 23, 29] that, in wireless mesh net-

works, TCP connections can starve because TCP fails to
compete effectively. Figure1(a) shows a canonical mesh
network, called thestack, that has been used to illustrate this
phenomenon. In this mesh network, which has three TCP
flows, the flow in the middle always starves [29, 23, 10,
28]. Intuitively, this starvation occurs because TCP “hunts”
for the available channel capacity, and in doing so, triggers
channel capture (in which one backlogged transmitting sta-
tion completely captures the channel at the expense of an-
other) at the 802.11 MAC layer. In turn, channel capture re-
sults in multiple end-to-end losses, leading to repeated TCP
timeouts and, consequently, low throughput.

To circumvent this failure mode, a thread of research has
explored more equitable channel resource allocation tech-
niques for wireless mesh networks. All of these schemes
are based on the observation that, in a wireless mesh net-
work, since neighboring nodes share the wireless channel,
the available transmission capacity at a node depends on traf-
fic traversing other neighbors. So, to avoid starvation, when
a channel congestion is detected, all relevant nodes within
the neighborhood are notified, either through explicit sig-
naling [29, 23, 27] or implicitly through queue differential
gradients [28]. However, schemes differ in the way con-
gestion is propagated to the source. One class of schemes
sends implicit or imprecise feedback by dropping or mark-

ing packets [29, 23], or regulating transmissions based on
queue differentials [28]. The second class of schemes [23,
27] explicitly computes available channel capacity using a
sophisticated model, and then sends precise rate feedback.
All of these techniques avoid starvation, and most of them
strive for fair allocation of channel resources (for some defi-
nition of fairness). Moreover, implicit in much of this work
has been the assumption that either TCP or the MAC has to
be modified for effective congestion control.
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Figure 1: CNA Example and Implementation

In this paper, we discuss a novel technique calledCoop-
erative Neighborhood Airtime-limiting, CNA. CNA is a hy-
brid approach, in that it explicitly allocates the channel re-
sources, but provides only imprecise feedback to the source.
CNA is qualitatively different from other approaches pro-
posed in the literature (Section2), and has the following
noteworthy properties. (In Section5, we describe an exten-
sive validation of each of these properties on a mesh testbed
with a complete implementation of CNA.)

Airtime Allocation. While existing explicit allocation schemes
assign rates, CNA proactively and cooperatively allocates
the total airtime availablewithin a neighborhood of a given
link (the set of links whose transmissions would interfere
with the given link) (Section3). Each link is assigned an
airtime limit. In Figure1(a), each active link gets an airtime
limit of 1/6th as shown in Figure1(b) (this is a simplifica-
tion for the purposes of this example, and we discuss the pre-
cise allocation scheme in Section3). This limit means that
over any time intervalT like several milliseconds, each link
can only use up 1/6·T for its transmissions. However, each
packet on a link must still contend for the channel using the
standard 802.11 MAC. If different links operate at different



rates, they will be able to transmit different amounts of traffic
over the same time interval, so CNA does not attempt to en-
sure fair goodput. Retransmissions also get charged airtime
usage. This choice of airtime as the resource enables CNA
to work correctly in the presence ofauto-rate adaptation
mechanisms that attempt to tailor PHY-layer transmission
rates to channel conditions. Specifically, with this choice,
links that suffer from high PHY-layer losses do not constrain
the goodput achievable on good links, as they would with
rate allocation. Moreover, this choice enables CNA to be
independent of the details of the PHY or MAC layers, so it
canwork unmodified across 802.11 standards (a/b/g).

Efficiency. CNA’s airtime limits change when a new flow
begins to traverse a neighborhood, an existing flow departs,
or when total airtime in the neighborhood is reduced by ex-
ternal interference (e.g., a microwave oven is turned on) (Sec-
tion 3). For example, if the flow in the middle of Figure1(a)
were to depart, each link would now get an airtime limit of
1/2 (since the links on the outer flows do not mutually in-
terfere). When a flow uses less than its airtime-limit, CNA
redistributes the available airtime within the neighborhood,
ensuring efficient channel usage. CNA alsohas novel mech-
anisms to detect external interference, and adjusts available
airtime accordingly. To our knowledge, prior work cannot
claim similar properties.

Transparency. CNA’s airtime allocation is transparent both
to TCP and to the 802.11 MAC (Section4), in the sense that
no modifications are required to either of these protocols.
CNA is implemented above the MAC layer, as shown in
Figure1(c). Packets to be forwarded on a link are queued
by CNA, and transmitted only if the airtime limit has not
been exhausted by previous transmissions on the link. If
the queue overflows, packets are dropped, and TCP’s con-
gestion control adaptation is triggered at the sender. CNA
tracks airtime usage by using information from the MAC
layer about the number of retransmissions, and the rate at
which each packet was transmitted. Because CNA requires
no TCP modifications it cansupport hybrid TCP connec-
tionsthat traverse wired and wireless-mesh links. Most prior
work cannot make this claim.

Responsiveness and Low Overhead.CNA is responsive
to flow dynamics and achieves low signaling overhead (Sec-
tion 4). A naive implementation of CNA can incur signifi-
cant signaling overhead in attempting to ensure that airtime-
limit adjustments are correctly made when flows enter or de-
part a wireless neighborhood, or when routing changes hap-
pen. Using a combination of promiscuous mode listening,
and careful per-packet state encoding, CNA is able tore-
compute airtime-limits at packet arrival timescalesand be
responsive to flow arrivals and departures, and to short-lived
flows. Specifically, airtime limits are dynamically calculated
using summary information transmitted in unused fields of
the IP header. Thus, CNA isscalable: its airtime limits
are calculated based on information from within a neighbor-

hood, and it incurs very little additional overhead.

Favorable Comparison with the State-of-the-Art. Using
simulation, we show that CNA performs comparably with
the state-of-the-art explicit rate allocation with precise feed-
back scheme, called WCPCap [23] (Section5). That scheme
has, however, not been demonstrated to be deployable, as
its designers acknowledge [23]. More important, CNA is
within 5-20% of the max-min rate allocationon several canon-
ical topologies.

2. RELATED WORK
Extensive research has been done to understand the short-

comings of and improve the performance of TCP in wireless
networks, for example, [26, 9, 11, 16, 19, 29]. We briefly
discuss broad classes of research pertinent to our work while
referring the interested reader to [20] for a more comprehen-
sive survey of congestion control in wireless networks.

Early work on improving TCP performance in wireless
networks focused on distinguishing between packet loss due
to wireless corruption from loss due to congestion, in the
context of last-hop wireless [7, 6] or wireless wide-area net-
works [25]. In contrast, we address congestion control for
multi-hop wireless networks.

More recent work, however, has addressed congestion con-
trol in multi-hop wireless settings. One class of work, exem-
plified by TCP-ELFN [11], TCP-BuS [16] and ATCP [19]
concentrates on improving TCP’sthroughputby freezing TCP’s
congestion control algorithm during link-failure inducedlosses,
especially when route changes occur. Another class of work,
exemplified by LRED [9] and ATP [26], discusses TCP per-
formance issues even in the absence of link-failure induced
losses. Unlike CNA, these proposals do not explicitly rec-
ognize and account for congestion within a neighborhood.
(Some of these schemes use congestion metrics thatimplic-
itly take some degree of neighborhood congestion into ac-
count.) As a result, they would exhibit similar shortcom-
ings as TCP – severe unfairness that may lead to starvation
and poor overall performance. Moreover, unlike CNA these
schemes are not compatible with the existing network stack,
as they require TCP modifications and/or cross-layer imple-
mentation.

DiffQ NRED WCP WCPCap HOP EZ!Flow CNA 

Complete  TCP/IP transparency

Complete  MAC transparency

Auto!rate adaptabilityAuto rate adaptability

External interference 

adaptability

Practicality (tested with 

implementation)

OnlineOnline

Table 1: CNA and recent related works

A few recent pieces of work, however, have recognized
the importance of explicitly detecting and signaling conges-
tion over a neighborhood. Table1 qualitatively compares
CNA with these approaches along many dimensions: whether
they require changes to TCP or not (TCP transparency, which



would enable TCP connections that traverse both wired and
wireless links), require changes to the 802.11 MAC or not
(MAC transparency), explicitly track and support dynamic
switching of multiple PHY-layer transmission rates (multi-
rate support), account for sources of external interference,
and whether they have been shown to be practical using a
realistic implementation or not. Where a particular feature
has been explicitly considered or demonstrated by previous
work, we place a check mark in the table. An absence of
a check mark indicates either that the feature was not an
explicit goal of the design (e.g., some schemes have not
considered multi-rate support), or that it was not discussed
and hence not known. None of these prior pieces of work
achieves the generality and transparency of CNA, and sev-
eral differ from CNA along more than one dimension.

We now discuss in more detail these recent approaches
which explicitly or implicitly signal congestion within the
neighborhood, and provide imprecise feedback to the source.
NRED [29] identifies a subset of the flows that share channel
capacity with flows passing through a congested node, and
regulates their rates using a neighborhood queue size and a
RED [8]-style marking on packets in this queue. WCP [23]
explicitly exchanges congestion information within a neigh-
borhood, and all nodes within the neighborhood mark pack-
ets with congestion indicators, triggering rate reductions at
the source and resulting in fair and efficient rate allocation.
More recently, backpressure congestion control techniques
have been explored in wireless mesh networks. DiffQ [28],
which proposes backlog-based transmission scheduling and
backpressure congestion control, comes closest to one of the
explicit goals of our work, transparency. Their mechanisms
are implemented above the 802.11 MAC layer, but TCP’s
standard congestion control is disabled, and senders sim-
ply transmit when permitted by DiffQ’s backpressure strat-
egy. EZ-Flow [5] is another backpressure congestion control
mechanism which does not require explicit signaling. Their
design provides transparency, but it is not evaluated with
TCP or under dynamics induced by auto-rate adaptation or
by external interference. Finally, Hop [18] is a clean-slate
design of hop-by-hop congestion control.

Two pieces of work propose explicit allocation of chan-
nel capacity by computing the achievable rate region of an
802.11 network. WCPCap [23] proposes a sophisticated
stochastic model for estimating the achievable rate region,
given packet loss rates, topology, and flow information. It
then allocates the achievable capacity fairly across flows,
sending precise feedback to sources. EWCCP [27] uses a
simpler explicit capacity calculation based on the assump-
tion that the achievable rate region of 802.11 is convex, an
assumption later shown to be incorrect in [14].

Finally, several other pieces of work are tangentially re-
lated. Researchers [12, 17, 22] have explored theoretical
methods under a perfect MAC scheduler or for jointly opti-
mizing scheduling and rate assignment in wireless networks,
and [4] describes a way to implement some of these ideas in

practice.

3. EFFICIENT AIRTIME ALLOCATION
CNA achieves efficient airtime allocation by distributing

available airtime within a wireless neighborhood, then mon-
itoring the airtime utilization and dynamically redistributing
unused airtime to improve overall airtime usage. In this sec-
tion, we describe the airtime allocation algorithms in CNA.
In the next section, we discuss how CNA achieves trans-
parency, low overhead, and responsiveness.

Airtime Sharing Neighborhood. CNA enables TCP con-
gestion control to function effectively in a wireless mesh net-
work. The causes for congestion in a wireless network are
qualitatively different from those in a wired network. In a
wireless network, since neighboring nodes share the wire-
less channel, the available transmission airtime at a node de-
pends on traffic traversing other neighbors.

More precisely, congestion in wireless networks is defined
not with respect to a node, but with respect to transmissions
from a node to its neighbor. We use the termlink to denote
a one-hop sender-receiver pair. Then, the set of linksNi→ j

that share airtime with a given linki → j is given by [23]:

the set of all incoming and outgoing links ofi, j,
all neighbors ofi, and all neighbors ofj.

A transmission along any link inNi→ j would either cause
carrier sense to be triggered ati or cause a collision atj if a
packet were to be simultaneously transmitted oni → j.

The neighborhood relationship is symmetric. If a linki →
j belongs to the neighborhood ofk→ l , k→ l also belongs to
the neighborhood ofi → j. The definition also applies when
RTS-CTS is used in 802.11. However, it does not account
for external interference from other wireless networks, nor
for transmissions in which the receiver is outside the sender’s
communication range but within its interference range. We
discuss these later in more detail.

CNA Overview. The central idea behind CNA is very sim-
ple. It approximatelydivides the wireless channel airtime
among all active links within each neighborhood, then lim-
its each link to the assigned airtime share, thereby explic-
itly allocating airtime and policing these allocations. Thus,
a TCP flow in the mesh network encounters a sequence of
airtime-limited links, and is bottlenecked by the most con-
straining link. TCP’s congestion control mechanism adapts
to this most constraining link in much the same manner as
it would in a wired network. Thus, TCP itself need not be
modified, since these changes can be transparent to TCP: en-
suring this transparency is one of the challenges we address
in the paper.

Conceptually, there are three distinct components in CNA’s
explicit airtime allocation: airtime distribution, re-distribution
of unused airtime, and adaptation to external interference.
Below, we discuss each of these components.

Airtime Allocation. Assume, for now, that there are no
sources of external interference, so all of the airtime in a



neighborhood is available for allocation. In this section,we
describe how CNA computes, for each linki → j anairtime-
limit denoted byAi→ j . Ai→ j is a positive fraction. Within
any time intervalT, the total airtime occupied by all trans-
missions fromi to j cannot exceedAi→ jT.

To define a procedure to compute the airtime-limit, we
first define a weightWi→ j on a link i → j as the number
of flows traversing the link during a sliding window of time,
and define a linki → j asactiveif Wi→ j > 0. We call the sum
of weights in a neighborhood as theneighborhood weight,
denoted byNWi→ j for i → j. Thus,

NWi→ j = ∑
k→l∈Ni→ j

Wk→l .

As an example, consider Figure2(a)with three TCP flows
(1 → 3, 4→ 6 and 7→ 9). Figure2(b) shows the value of
NWi→ j for each link. The neighborhoodN1→2 of link 1 → 2
consists of links 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 2→ 5, 4→ 5, 5→ 6, and
5→ 8, plus all the reverse links. The active links inN1→2 are
1→ 2, 2→ 3, 4→ 5, 5→ 6, and the corresponding reverse
links as well (for ACK traffic). Thus,NW1→2 equals 8 as
denoted in the label of link 1→ 2 in Figure2(b). Similarly,
N4→5 includes all the links in the topology. The set of links
in N4→5 carrying data is 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 4→ 5, 5→ 6, 7→ 8,
8→ 9, andNW4→5 equals 12 if we also account, as before,
the reverse links traversed by ACKs.

Since contention within a neighborhood is roughly pro-
portional toNWi→ j , one could consider assigning to each
link i → j an airtime-limit equal toWi→ j/NWi→ j . In prac-
tice, this simple approach may lead to instability because
it does not take into consideration all the interdependencies
between different neighborhoods. Specifically, if a link in-
terferes with another link, which, in turn, interferes withan-
other link, and so on, the dependence spans the entire net-
work. Indeed, if we use these airtime-limits in the topology
of Figure2(a), it leads to instability as we have verified using
simulation.

Instead, we adopt the following rule which guarantees sta-
bility without being too conservative: We assign to each link
i → j an airtime-limit equal to

Ai→ j =
Wi→ j

maxk→l∈Ni→ j (NWk→l )
=

Wi→ j

Di→ j
,

whereDi→ j = maxk→l∈Ni→ j (NWk→l ) will henceforth be re-
ferred to as the airtime divider of linki → j. Thus, each
link is constrained not by its own neighborhood weight, but
by the maximum neighborhood weight over its entire neigh-
borhood. In Figure2(a), this choice lets the most constrained
neighborhoods, such as the neighborhood of link 4→ 5, con-
strain the airtime limit of all flows crossing this neighbor-
hood, including the two outer flows. Indeed, this rule assigns
as airtime-limit 1

12 for all links, as shown in Figure2(c).
Our choice for airtime allocation trades off some efficiency

for stability. To see why this is so, consider again Figure2(a).
Under an ideal scheduling scheme, links 1→ 2 and 7→ 8
can be scheduled simultaneously, and the same holds true

for links 2→ 3 and 8→ 9. In other words, the two outer
flows may be scheduled to capture the channel simultane-
ously. Thus, each of the links in this topology can utilize1

8
of airtime, if we use, for example, the following time divi-
sion multiplexing scheme: first 1→ 2 and 7→ 8 together,
then 4→ 5, then 5→ 6, then 2→ 3 and 8→ 9 together, and
so on.

With 802.11, the likelihood of sustained synchronized schedul-
ing is very low and using1

8 as airtime-limit for all links is
clearly not feasible. If the two outer flows are not synchro-
nized at all, then it is easy to see that the maximum airtime-
limit allocation for each link equals112, as, in the absence of
synchronization, links 1→ 2/2→ 3 and 7→ 8/8→ 9 cannot
be scheduled simultaneously. The rest of the links interfere
with each other and have to be scheduled one by one.

Is it possible to assign an airtime-limit between1
8 and 1

12?
After all, under 802.11, links 1→ 2 and 7→ 8 may transmit
simultaneously every now and then as they are both carrier-
sensing the same links, 4→ 5 and 5→ 6. Thus, the opti-
mal airtime allocation under 802.11 should be somewhere
between 1

12 and 1
8, but computing this optimal requires an-

alyzing the complete topology (see [14] for more details)
and it would be too expensive to implement (see [23] for
an approximate, distributed implementation). Our choice is
attractive because it permits a stable, decentralized imple-
mentation, with a small loss of efficiency (which we quan-
tify later). As an aside, by “optimal” we mean the max-min
optimal allocation under 802.11, and for this topology the
max-min optimal yields equal allocation for all three flows.

Unused Airtime Re-distribution. In practice, the total traf-
fic on a link i → j may never attain the airtime-limitAi→ j .
This may happen for several reasons:i → j may only be
carrying ACK traffic, or the flows throughi → j may be
receiver-limited, or limited by a more constraining airtime-
limit elsewhere along the path. To achieve greater efficiency,
CNA distributes the unused portion of the airtime-limit to
other links in the neighborhood. It first computes the un-
used airtime for each outgoing link of the node on which it
runs, then informs neighboring links. Thereafter, each link
computes the amount of unused airtime in its neighborhood
by considering the unused airtime of all its neighbors, and
increases its airtime-limit accordingly.

More specifically, letUi→ j be the utilization on linki → j,
defined as the proportion of the assigned airtime-limit used
by the link. Then, the total unused portion of the airtime-
limit on link i → j is defined by

UAi→ j = Ai→ j(1−Ui→ j).

We choose to re-distributeUAi→ j to each linkk→ l within
Ni→ j proportionally tok → l ’s weight, to achieve fairness
at the flow level (other allocation policies are possible, of
course, but we have deferred an exploration of these). Thus,
each linkk→ l within Ni→ j can increase its airtime-limit by
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(e) Adapting to available channel capacity

Figure 2: Illustrating the design of CNA

taking on some of the unused airtime on linki → j:

UAi→ j
Wk→l

NWi→ j
= RAi→ jWk→l ,

whereRAi→ j = UAi→ j
1

NWi→ j
is the unit of reusable airtime

on link i → j. Similarly, link i → j may use a portion of the
unused airtime from each of its neighbors, and can increase
its airtime-limit thanks to the unused airtime on all of its
neighbors by

∑
k→l∈Ni→ j

UAk→l
Wi→ j

NWk→l
= NRAi→ jWi→ j ,

whereNRAi→ j = ∑k→l∈Ni→ j
RAk→l is the sum of the units

of reusable airtime on linki → j ’s neighborhood.
Thus, the new airtime-limitA′

i→ j of link i → j is given by

A′
i→ j = Ai→ jUi→ j + ∑

k→l∈Ni→ j

UAk→l
Wi→ j

NWk→l
.

Figure 2(d) illustrates the re-distribution of unused air-
time. Assume that all ACK flows in Figure2(c) use only
60% of their allotted air-time limit. CNA redistributes the
unused airtime from each reverse link across its neighbor-
hood, resulting in the limits shown in the figure.

Adapting to Available Channel Airtime. So far, we have
assumed that all the airtime in a neighborhood is usable.
In reality, external interference from other networks (e.g.,
Bluetooth) or other devices emitting in the same band (e.g.,
microwaves), may occupy some of the channel airtime at a
node. To account for this, we use information available in
a popular 802.11 chipset (see Section4) to measureACAi ,
the available channel airtime at nodei after subtracting the
airtime occupied by external interference.

Let ACAi→ j be the available channel airtime within the
neighborhoodNi→ j of link i → j. We computeACAi→ j as
the lesser of the available airtime at the ends of the link:

ACAi→ j = min(ACAi ,ACAj).

For stability, we want

∑
k→l∈Ni→ j

A′
k→l = NA′

i→ j ≤ ACAi→ j , (1)

i.e., NA′
i→ j , the total neighborhood airtime usage on a link,

cannot exceed the available channel airtime. Suppose that

the inequality in Equation (1) does not hold for linki → j.
We scale down eachA′

k→l to a newA′′
k→l wherek→ l ∈Ni→ j ,

such that the new airtime-limits satisfy the inequality. Iflink
i → j is the only link for which the inequality is not satisfied,
then usingSi→ j =

ACAi→ j

NA′i→ j
to scale the airtime-limits of all

links in the neighborhood of linki → j suffices to stabilize
the system. However, we need to consider the case where
there are multiple links in the neighborhood for which the
inequality is not satisfied, in which case we need to use as a
scaling factor the smallestSk→l over all linksk → l ∈ Ni→ j .
Letting NSi→ j denote this neighborhood scaling factor that
produces the stable airtime-limitsA′′

k→l , we have

NSi→ j = mink→l∈Ni→ j (Sk→l ) ,

and we setA′′
k→l = NSi→ jA′

k→l for all k→ l ∈ Ni→ j .
Figure2(e) illustrates the adaptation to available channel

capacity when a microwave oven is placed near node 1 at a
time when airtime-limits are as shown in Figure2(d). As-
sume that the microwave source uses up 40% of the airtime
around node 1. Each link in the neighborhood of links 1→ 2
and 2→ 1 have reduced airtime limits, such that the total
airtime around node 1 does not exceed 60%. The links tra-
versed by the bottom flow are unaffected.

4. ACHIEVING TRANSPARENCY, LOW OVER-
HEAD, AND RESPONSIVENESS

The design of CNA requires nodei to know, for each of
its links, several quantities:i → j, NWi→ j , Di→ j , NRAi→ j

NA′
i→ j andNSi→ j . Once it has this information, the node

can precisely compute the airtime limitA′′
i→ j and enforce the

airtime-limit on each link. We describe how these steps are
implemented in CNA in a manner transparent to TCP and
the 802.11 MAC layer.

Before we do this, we discuss two requirements that we
place on CNA. The first islow overhead; clearly, wireless
bandwidth is not abundant and the scheme must be careful
in limiting the amount of control overhead. The second is
responsiveness; TCP flows can be short (on the order of a
few packets), so the scheme must support changes to airtime-
limits on these timescales. These two requirements make the
design of CNA non-trivial, as we discuss below.

To ensure responsiveness, one can beacon the above val-
ues in a separate control message as often as the status of a



link changes, but this can cause high overhead. Our CNA
implementation achieves responsiveness without increased
overhead by encoding most of these values in unused fields
of the IP header. This per-packet signaling, together with
packet overhearing, is used to efficiently exchange various
values within the neighborhood. Finally, CNA uses low-rate
periodic beacons to exchange slowly-varying information.

The following paragraphs describe, in detail, the imple-
mentation of CNA.

Optimizing Information Exchange. Computing the quan-
titiesNWi→ j , Di→ j , NRAi→ j , NA′

i→ j andNSi→ j may seem to
require a prohibitive amount of signaling over the neighbor-
hood. However, CNA leverages the special structure of its
computations and of the neighborhood definition to signifi-
cantly reduce the amount of information exchanged. Specifi-
cally, it aggregates information at each hop before re-distributing
it to neighboring nodes whose links are part of the neighbor-
hood.

Table 2 shows that the computation of a neighborhood
quantity can be decomposed by computing two kinds of in-
termediate values: a “one-hop quantity” and a “two-hop quan-
tity”. Intuitively, a one-hop quantity is a summary of infor-
mation at a nodei and all its attached links, and a two-hop
quantity uses information learned by overhearing neighbors’
transmissions to other nodes. Notice from Table2 that, with
this decomposition, the structure of the neighborhood quan-
tity computations fall into two classes: one exemplified by
NWi→ j , and the other byDi→ j . In the paragraphs below, we
describe how these are decomposed in order to optimize sig-
naling overhead. For brevity, we omit the details of comput-
ing the 3 other neighborhood quantities, since their structure
is similar to the two we describe.

Calculating NWi→ j . To calculate this, suppose we define
the following one-hop quantityWi↔ j :

Wi↔ j = Wi→ j +Wj→i

Wi↔ j can be obtained at nodei (or nodej) without exchang-
ing any infomation by counting the number of outgoing flows
from nodei and incoming flows from nodej.

Let Ki be the set of active links within two hops of nodei.
Then, observe that nodei can easily obtain the set ofWk↔l

where linkk ↔ l is in Ki . By itself, nodei can determine
the weights of directly-attached active links. By overhearing
packets sent from each neighbork to another nodel , node
i obtains the weights of active links two hops away. Using
these two pieces of information, nodei can compute a two-
hop quantityW′

i as described in Table2.
Finally, nodei and nodej can calculate the neighborhood

quantity,NWi↔ j , after exchanging the two-hop quantitiesW′
i

andW′
j with each other, as shown in Table2. To do so,

they need to computeKi ∩K j , for which each node needs
some topology information. In our current implementation,
CNA sends a topology message that contains only two hop
connectivity information everyTb (20 seconds). More gen-
erally, this information can (and should) be integrated into

whichever mesh routing protocol is used to track topology
changes and compute paths. We have left this integration
to future work. Regardless, this message suffices to track
neighborhood changes at the same timescale as routing changes,
and the overhead of doing this is comparable to the overhead
of dynamic routing.

To understand how CNA uses the topology information,
consider Figure3(a) in which the solid lines indicate active
links, and each label on each active linki → j isWi↔ j . Then,
from Figures3(b), 3(c) and3(d) it is easy to infer thatW′

5 =
10,W′

6 = 8 and∑k↔l∈K5∩K6
Wk↔l = 6. Thus,NW5↔6 = 12.

ForW′
5, node 5 calculatesW5↔6 by itself, and obtainsW1↔2,

W11↔12, W6↔7 by overhearing transmissions from nodes 2, 6
and 11. ForW′

6, node 6 calculatesW5↔6 andW6↔7 by itself,
and obtainsW11↔12 andW7↔8 by overhearing transmissions
from nodes 7 and 11.

There is one subtlety we have omitted in the discussion
so far. Suppose that in our working topology shown in Fig-
ure 3(a), link 8→ 7 carries some packets (destined, say, to
node 6) while the reverse link 7→ 8 is not used at all (i.e.,
routing is asymmetric and ACK packets return via some other
path, say via the 6→ 9 → 10 path which leads to node 8
via more links not shown in the figure). Then, node 6 can-
not detect if 8→ 7 is active since it relies on link 7→ 8 to
detect this; it can certainly overhear MAC-layer acknowl-
edgements sent by 7, but because the MAC layer header has
no information about the identity of the sender, it cannot in-
fer that 8→ 7 is active. In these cases, node 7 explicitly
sends a control packet which indicates the existence of the
unidirectional active link and includes one-hop and two-hop
quantities, to node 8. Node 6 can then adjust its count appro-
priately. This control packet, and the topology beacon, are
the only two additional control messages used by CNA.

Calculating Di→ j . As we described in the previous section,
Di→ j is the largestNWk→l over allk→ l in the neighborhood
of i → j. To computeDi→ j , we computeMi andM′

i , a one-
hop quantity and a two-hop quantity respectively as shown in
Table2. First, each node computesMi as the largest neigh-
borhood weight of active links on all its outgoing links. It
then encodesMi in the IP header transmitted from nodei.
After a few packet exchanges,i will have theM j values for
all its neighborsj. Using this, it can computeM′

i , the max-
imum amongMi and all theM j ’s: essentially, in this step,
CNA aggregates the maximum values and reduces informa-
tion. Finally, by obtainingM′

j from neighbor j (again, by
encoding it in an IP header of a packet),i can computeDi→ j .

Measuring External Interference. To measure external in-
terference, we rely on registers on a popular 802.11 chipset
(Atheros) which are accessible using an open-source driver
(Madwifi). Essentially, the wireless card performs carrier
sense at a high frequency and updates four registers which
count: the number of times carrier sense is performed, the
number of times the channel was found to bebusy, or atrans-
missionor receptionwas in progress. Using the difference
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Figure 3: Basic rule to find neighborhood quantities
One-hop quantity Two-hop quantity Neighborhood quantity

Wi↔ j W′
i = ∑k↔l∈Ki

Wk↔l NWi→ j = W′
i +W′

j −
(

∑k↔l∈Ki∩K j
Wk↔l

)

Mi = maxj
(

NWi↔ j
)

M′
i = maxk=i, one-hop neighbor ofi (Mk) Di→ j = max

(

M′
i ,M

′
j

)

Ui→ j , RAi↔ j RA′i = ∑k↔l∈Ki
RAk↔l NRAi→ j = RA′i +RA′j −

(

∑k↔l∈Ki∩K j
RAk↔l

)

A′
i↔ j Vi = ∑k↔l∈Ki

A′
k↔l NA′

i→ j = Vi +Vj −
(

∑k↔l∈Ki∩K j
A′

k↔l

)

ACAi ,Si = minj
(

Si↔ j
)

S′i = mink=i, one-hop neighbor ofi (Sk) NSi→ j = min
(

S′i ,S
′
j

)

Table 2: Relations among one-hop, two-hop and neighborhood quantities

between the busy counter and the sum of the tranmission
and reception counters, we can measure the fraction of air-
time occupied by sources of external interference. A more
detailed discussion of this, together with a validation of our
measurement approach, can be found in [13].

Encoding quantities in the IP header. Twelve quantities
need to be transmitted between nodes, seven one-hop quan-
tities, and 5 two-hop quantities as shown in Table2. We use
the following fields in the IP header to carry this informa-
tion: Type-of-Service, Identification, Flags and Fragmenta-
tion Offset. This strategy is based on the observation that the
amount of fragmented IP traffic is negligible [24]. When an
IP packet is not fragmented, CNA sets theReserved bitin
Flags field to mark that it (and the Id and offset fields) car-
ries CNA information; otherwise, information is only en-
coded in the Type-of-Service field. Each value is encoded
into 5 bits. Of the available 37 bits (we do not use DF and
MF bits), two bits are used to specify which values are en-
coded. Thus, seven values can be encoded to one IP header,
and two packets exchanges suffice to convey the current val-
ues of all quantities at a node. As soon as an updated set of
quantities is received, CNA recomputes the neighborhood
quantities. All IP header modifications are performed in the
CNA “layer”, requiring no modifications to IP.

Enforcing airtime limits. CNA enforces airtime limits by
a) carefully accounting for the overhead of transmitting all
802.11-layer headers, the preamble, and the initial backoff;
b) using a token-bucket per neighbor to enforce airtime lim-
its, and servicing each flow within a token bucket in round-
robin fashion; c) estimating the airtime consumed by a packet
by correctly accounting for the PHY rate at which the packet
was transmitted; and d) reserving a small amount of airtime
for broadcast packets, and appropriately charging broadcast
airtime to all active links. A more detailed discussion of
these mechanisms can be found in [13].

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
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Figure 5: TCP connections traversing wired links

We have conducted extensive experiments to validate CNA’s
functionality and assess its performance. In this section,we
present results from this experimental evaluation.

Goal and Methodology. The goal of our experiments is to
validate, using a real implementation, the following proper-
ties of CNA: starvation-avoidance; equitable airtime alloca-
tion under different topologies, numbers of flows, and radio
technologies; responsiveness to dynamics; efficient redis-
tribution of underutilized airtime; seamless operation over
MAC layer auto-rate adaptation; transparency so when mesh
network flows can traverse wired links; and adaptation of air-
time limits in response to external interference. In Section 6,
we examine how far off CNA is from the optimal.

We have implemented CNA as a user-level element in
Click [21]. We have not modified the 802.11 MAC or TCP.
We use Iperf [1] to generate TCP traffic and a microwave
oven to generate external interference.

In all our experiments, each mesh node is an eBox-3854,
a mini-PC equipped with a NMP-8602 wireless card which
supports 802.11a/b/g. The box runs Ubuntu (Linux kernel
2.6.22) and uses the Madwifi driver [2]. Wireless cards are
operated in monitor (promiscuous) mode, since CNA needs
to overhear transmissions. In all the experiments, RTS/CTS
is disabled by default (CNA does not require RTS/CTS but
will work if it is enabled). For our 802.11b experiments at
11Mbps, we use channel 14 (which, in some countries in-
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Figure 4: Experiment result fromB testbed

cluding ours, is unused by commercial cards and does not
overlap with any other permitted channel, and therefore en-
sures that we do not observe uncontrolled external interfer-
ence). We enabled auto-rate adaptation on some nodes: the
Madwifi driver uses SampleRate as a default rate control al-
gorithm. For 802.11b, the wireless card uses a short pream-
ble, and MAC layer ACKs are transmitted at 2Mbps.

We present results from experiments conducted on two
different indoor testbeds. The first testbed, calledA, consists
of 14 nodes deployed in a building on a university campus.
The second testbed, calledB, consists of 10 nodes deployed
in a single floor of an office building. Both of these are fairly
harsh wireless environments, and we have conducted several
experiments on these testbeds, only some of which we are
able to present due to lack of space.

Starvation-Avoidance and Transparency.Our first exper-
iment demonstrates that CNAavoids starvationand works
on802.11a, while providingcomplete TCP and MAC trans-
parency. In this experiment, conducted on testbedB, we
run a traffic pattern that mimics a community access mesh
network with nodes downloading content through a gateway
(Figure4(a)). All nodes download a file from a single node
7, and start almost simultaneously. We ran the same exper-
iment five times with and without CNA. In each run, every
flow lasts for 60 seconds.

Figures4(b)shows the average throughputs that each flow
achieves. In each run, with CNAno starvation occurs and
the throughput for each flow is relatively consistent. Without
CNA, three or more TCP flows starve in every experimen-
tal run. Figures4(c) and4(d) help us understand the reason
behind this dramatic performance difference. We divide the
time into 1-second bins, and a flow is said to be active if at
least one data packet of this flow was received by a node in
that second (i.e., some useful work was done in that second).
We then define theactivity of each flow as the total number
of bins for which it was active. These figures plot the dis-
tribution of flow activity across all flows in all experiments.
As the figures shows, with CNA, no flow has an activity less
than 50 seconds, and the average activity is 58.5 seconds.
By contrast, without CNA, almost 40% of the flows are ac-
tive for less than 10 seconds and the average activity is 31.5
seconds. Clearly, for nearly half the duration of a flow, on
average, no useful work is done, because the connection in-
curs repeated timeouts.

Our second experiment, conducted on testbedA with 802.11b,
demonstrates that CNA works over multiple 802.11 stan-
dards, and works seamlessly when some TCP flows on the
mesh network also traverse a wired network, a compelling
demonstration of itsTCP transparency. In this experiment,
node 4 is set to be an Internet gateway (Figure5(a)), and five
TCP flows download a file from a website 2 wired hops from
4. There are also two other TCP flows which traverse only
the mesh network. All flows use a 1500 byte MTU. This ex-
periment runs for five minutes, and the average throughput
achieved by each flow shown in Figure5(b). All flows are
in the neighborhood of the most congested link 3→ 4, and,
as it is evident from the figure, they share equal airtime and
no flow starves. The slight differences in throughput can be
explained by slight differences in packet loss-rates observed
on links: recall that in CNA retransmissions are charged air-
time, so links of different quality will achieve different good-
puts.

CNA Behavior Under Dynamics.To validate CNA behav-
ior under various kinds of dynamics, we run a single exper-
iment on testbedA where we script a scenario in which 12
flows (long and short) between nodes on the mesh network
arrive and depart over 10 minutes and use 10 different routes.
During this scenario, we induce route changes and external
interference, and enable auto-rate adaptation. Figure6 de-
picts the testbed and the TCP flows used in this experiment;
all radios use 802.11b. Figure7 shows the evolution of TCP
throughput for these flows. It also shows different segments
of the scenario designed to illustrate different capabilities of
CNA. We now describe each segment from one of our runs:
we have conducted several runs of this scenario, and have
experimented with other scenarios as well. During this sce-
nario, a total of nearly 105 MB of data were transmitted over
the network.

Airtime-limit allocation. Our first segment focuses on the
first 90 seconds of Figure7, and illustrates the efficacy of
CNA’s basic airtime-limit allocation mechanism. We first
describe the interval between 0 and 90 seconds in Figure
7. At time 0, two flows f1→18 , which uses the route 1→
2→ 18, andf20→9 , which uses the route 20→ 6→ 9, start.
Auto-rate adaptation is enabled on node 20 for the entire
duration of the experiment. The links thatf1→18 traverses
do not share airtime with the links thatf20→9 traverses, so
they do not contend for bandwidth. This can be seen in Fig-
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Figure 8: links f1→18 and f11→18 traverse

ure8(a): the links 20→ 6 and 6→ 9 get an airtime limit of
60%, and the reverse links get (not shown) an airtime limit
of 20% each, totaling 100%.

We start another flowf11→18 at 30 seconds, and its links
are in the same neighborhood as the links off1→18. Fig-
ure8(a)shows the airtime-limit allocation that CNA assigns.
Before f11→18 starts, links 1→ 2 and 2→ 18 have the same
airtime limit. Oncef11→18 starts, however, the airtime-limits
on both its links are reduced, and but they each get an airtime-
limit twice that of link 11→ 1. That is because these links
carry two flows (f1→18 and f11→18) while link 11→ 1 carries
only one flow (f11→18). This illustrates that CNA assigns
airtime-limits proportional to the number of flows traversing
a link, resulting in fair throughput allocation to all the flows
(Figure8(b)). A closer look at the figure reveals thatf11→18

gets a slightly lower throughput because it has a slightly
higher RTT.

Auto-rate adaptation.Now considerf20→6 and observe that
auto-rate adaptation results in about 11 PHY-layer rate changes
before 60 seconds (Figure9(c)). Interestingly, this does not
affect the throughput of this flow. In 802.11, the preamble is
transmitted at 2Mbps. Even if each packet waits for the aver-
age initial backoff period, it turns out that, with our 512-byte
payloads and a TCP ACK, the airtime difference between a
packet sent at 11Mbps and at 5.5 Mbps is a little over 20%.
This difference is comparable to the throughput fluctuations
shown in Figure9(b).

We introduce, a little after 60 seconds,f9→17. This flow
passes through neighborhoods that overlap withf20→9, but
not with the other flows. Although one would expect these
two flows to get equal throughput because CNA allocates

approximately the same airtime-limits to all four links (Fig-
ure 9(a)), they don’t (Figure9(b)). Flow f20→9 gets much
lower goodput. Some of this throughput loss can be ex-
plained by the brief choice of a 2Mbps rate by the auto-rate
mechanism (Figure9(c)).

More interesting, however is the observation that the in-
troduction of the new flow increases channel losses and the
average number of retries on 20→ 6 (Figure9(d)), caus-
ing it to expend airtime on retransmissions with a conse-
quent loss of throughput. We believe there is a very sub-
tle reason for this. In Section4, we explained how, using
device-level registers, CNA is able to correctlydetectinter-
nal interference: i.e., interference from nodes whose packets
it cannot decode. When all such interferers are within two
hops, CNA correctly allocates airtime to them. However, in
the relatively infrequent event that an interferer is threehops
away, CNA’s signaling is unable to appropriately assign air-
time. In this example, we conjecture that transmissions on
10→ 17, which is three hops away from 20→ 6, causes in-
terference at node 6, resulting in reduced goodput onf20→9.
Regardless,f9→17 gets its fair share of airtime and goodput,
and is unaffected.
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Figure 10: Adding and removing flows

Flow departure. We have illustrated CNA’s adaptation to
flow arrival above. We now explore flow departure, from 90
to 180 seconds, in Figure7. Around 90 seconds, we intro-
duce one more flowf2→17, and it runs for 60 seconds. This
flow traverses the middle of topology, causing all 5 active
flows to traverse at least one link in the neighborhood of link
3→ 4. Figure10(a)shows how the airtime-limits change on
some links inN3→4. Adding f2→17 results in a reduction of
airtime-limits for all links, but beforef2→17 starts and after it
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Figure 9: links f20→9 and f9→17 traverse
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departs, the airtime-limit allocations are roughly same. The
factor of two difference in the airtime-limit for links 1→ 2
and 2→ 18 exists because these links carry two flows. Fig-
ure 10(b) shows the throughput each flow achieves in this
interval. As explained above,f20→9 gets lower throughput
because of increased retransmissions. The throughput dif-
ferences between the other flows are due to differences in
RTT (the 3 hop flowsf2→17 and f11→18 get lower through-
put) and in packet loss rates.

Short Flows.CNA uses per-packet signaling to achieve re-
sponsiveness. The interval from 180 and 270 seconds in Fig-
ure 7 demonstrates this. In this interval, two long flows
f1→18 and f9→17 are present, and two short flowsf3→4 and
f3→20 start around at 210 and 240 respectively. Each runs
for 10 seconds, and they transmit approximately 611 KB
and 370 KB respectively. As Figures11 and7 show, CNA
quickly responds to each new flow, reducing the airtime of
the contending links and, as a result, the throughput of the
long flows. When the short flows leave, the absence of their
packets is quickly noticed, and the long flows regain their
airtime-limits and throughputs.

Unused airtime redistribution.We use the interval between
300 and 350 seconds in Figure7 to demonstrate the effi-
cacy of CNA’s unused airtime re-distribution mechanism.
Around at 310 seconds, the existing flowf9→17 ends, and an-
other low-rate flowf9→17, which sends only at 8 Kbps starts.
Links 9→ 10 and 10→ 17 have unused airtime, and this
is redistributed to other links in their neighborhood. Thus,
7→ 8’s airtime-limit is now increased to 30% (Figure12),
and flow f7→8 achieves greater throughput whilef9→17 runs.
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Notice thatf7→8 incurs a TCP timeout in the middle, which
causes a 1-second long downward spike in its instantaneous
throughput; CNA cannot, of course, completely eliminate
TCP timeouts, but greatly reduces their occurrence.

Responsiveness to route change.The time interval between
340 and 380 seconds in Figure7 demonstrates CNA’s re-
sponsiveness to route changes. During this interval, two
flows, f7→8 and f4→20, are present. Initially,f4→20 uses the
route 4→ 6→ 20. Around 360 seconds, we change it to
4→ 3→ 5→ 20. As the Figure14 shows, CNA re-assigns
airtime-limits, and both flows achieve relatively fair through-
put. There is a short transient where air-time limits are lower
than the steady-state value: during this interval, CNA has
not detected the departure of the flow along the old route,
but has detected the arrival of the flow on the new route.

Adapting to external interference.CNA explicitly measures
external interference, and sets airtime-limits based on the
available channel airtime. To demonstrate this, consider the
time interval between 410 and 470 seconds in Figure7, where
there are three flows running:f7→8, f3→4 and f2→17. At
about 420 seconds, we turned on a microwave oven (placed
near nodes 1 and 2, Figure6) for 30 seconds.

Figure 13(a) and 13(b) shows the computed available
channel airtime and airtime-limits. Link 7→ 8 does not de-
tect external interference, but its airtime-limit is reduced, be-
cause it is in the neighborhood of 2→ 3 and 3→ 4. There-
fore, throughputs for all three flows are decreased. Note that
in this period one three-hop flowf2→17 is competing with
two one-hop flowsf7→8 and f3→4. Link 3→ 4 gets propor-
tionally higher airtime because it carries two flows.
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Figure 13: Adapting to external interference

For the time interval between 500 and 530 seconds, we
turned on the microwave oven for 20 seconds. During this
time interval, flows f1→18, f11→18 and f20→9 are present.
As Figure 13(c) and 13(d) show, links 20→ 6 and 6→
9 do not get reduced airtime-limits, since they are outside
the neighborhood affected by the external interference. No-
tice though, in Figure7, that there is throughput gap be-
tween f1→18 and f11→18. The external interference causes
increased retransmissions onf11→1 shown in Figure15, so
the throughput off11→18 is reduced. This results in unused
airtime on 1→ 18, which is taken up byf1→18.

6. OPTIMALITY
How far off from the optimal is CNA? The most compre-

hensive answer to this question can be given if one computes
the achievable rate region of representative, real-world mesh
topologies and identifies the point corresponding to CNA on
this regions.1 Prior work [14] has developed a theoretical
framework which, given information about the interference
graph and the link loss rates in a topology, can compute the
achievable rate region for an 802.11 mesh network. Unfor-
tunately, this framework cannot be directly applied to real-
world wireless networks, such as the ones we have used in
Section5, because in the real world, both the interference
graph and the loss rate of each link change over time (as
they did during our experiments). We could have attempted
to use the “most likely interference graph” and the “average
loss rate of a link” to compute the optimal rates. However, it
is unclear whether, and to what extent, this calculation would
under-estimate or over-estimate the actual achievable-rate
region. So, we leave such efforts for future work, and instead
use simulation to study the optimality of CNA in a number
of canonical topologies for which the achievable rate region
can be computed using [14]. To keep the exposition sim-
ple, we find the max-min rate allocation on the boundary of
the achievable rate regions and compare the max-min rates,
referred to as optimal from now on, to those of CNA. We
emphasize that the max-min rates under an optimal sched-
uler are not the same with the max-min rates under 802.11,

1 The achievable rate region is the set of all flow-rates which do
not blow up any queues. Its boundary corresponds to optimal rate
allocations, e.g. the max-min rate allocation is one of these optimal
points.
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Figure 16: The Optimality Gap

and that our focus is on the latter. For a comparison of these
max-min rates the interested reader is referred to [15].

We implemented CNA on Qualnet 3.9.5 [3]. In addition
to comparing CNA and optimal, we also compare the rate al-
location obtained by WCPCap [23], the state-of-the-art rate-
control design for mesh network transport which closely ap-
proximates a max-min rate controller while being fully dis-
tributed (We have obtained the code in [23] from the authors
to compute WCPCap rates.) In particular, under WCPCap,
nodes estimate the available capacity in a congested region
(using [14]), compute the max-min rate allocation in the re-
gion, and send these rates explicitly to the sources.

We use the four canonical topologies depicted in [23] to
compare the rates achieved by TCP without CNA, WCPCap,
TCP with CNA, and the optimal allocation. These topolo-
gies have been used in a number of prior works, see, for
example, [23, 29, 28], and are representative of most inter-
ference scenarios occurring in mesh network topologies.

Figure16shows how far off CNA and WCPCap are from
their respective optimal max-min rates by comparing aggre-
gate rates for each topology. Note that although CNA allo-
cates airtime, not rates, we compare rates achieved because
in our simulations all radios run at a fixed rate, and we set
the channel to be perfect.

For all the four topologies, CNA isno further away from
the optimal than WCPCap. More surprisingly, CNA en-
ables TCP to achieve throughputs between 5-20% of the op-
timal rate allocation across the topologies, and is about 12%
off the optimal on average across the topologies. Although
we made several conservative design choices to preserve sta-
bility (Section3), these have not impacted performance sig-
nificantly.

While these results are very promising, they do not pre-
clude the existence of topologies where CNA is further away
from the optimal. With this in mind, we briefly comment on
CNA’s worst case performance. Consider the stack topol-



ogy again (figure2(a)). As already discussed, an optimal
scheduler would support an airtime limit of1

8 for all links,
802.11 would support an airtime limit between112 and 1

8,
and CNA assigns an airtime limit of112. The difference
comes from the ability of an optimal scheduler to always
schedule the two outer flows concurrently, the inability of
802.11 to always do this, and our CNA design choice which
conservatively assumes that 802.11 will never be able to do
this. If there are more than two outer flows, the difference
among the airtime limits will increase. In general, the worst
case scenario that maximizes the difference consists of many
edges which interfere with a common edge (the edge in the
“middle”) but do not interfere with each other, and the op-
timal scheduler is the only one which can always schedule
concurrently the flows that traverse them. (See [15] for a
complete discussion.) It is worth pointing out that a large
imbalance in the number of flows per edge exacerbates this
problem. If, for example, there are 10 flows in the upper
outer branch of the stack and one flow in the lower outer
branch, the lower flow suffers because CNA conservatively
assumes that 802.11 will never schedule it concurrently with
any of the 10 upper flows. Despite the suboptimal perfor-
mance of CNA in such corner cases, we stand by our design
choice on how to allocate airtime limits because it is very
simple to use and implement, and it yields near-optimal per-
formance in many real-world scenarios.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the design and evaluation of cooper-

ative neighborhood airtime-limiting (CNA), a mechanism
that achieves efficient explicit airtime allocation in a man-
ner transparent to TCP/IP and the 802.11 MAC. CNA’s de-
sign is robust, responsive, and handles external interference,
MAC-layer rate adaptation, and permits mesh TCP connec-
tions that also traverse wired links. Its performance is en-
couraging, being on average within 12% of the optimal on
the canonical topologies we have explored.
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